Exchange #2: Dialogue on F.E.D. Dialectics. 29MAY2015.

I1 Q #2:
I think the first response many people would have to this interesting string of ideas, is disbelief. It seems
reasonable that humanity is poised on a precipice, and that both development into a more unified global culture
or a fall into chaos or even oblivion are definite possibilities. But the comparison with the kind of mathematical
precision possessed by the fictional foundation in Asimov's novels would seem to be a stretch, based on what
we know of in contemporary science.
Concordantly, when many people hear Marx used in this predictive context, there is also a rather strong reaction
coming from popular generalizations about his failure to properly understand the complexity of the historical
process, and perhaps his inability to accurately foresee his own effect on the very revolutionary process he was
predicting. Even for many people not averse to Marx or Marxist analysis, it is common to say he was a good
diagnostician but not a great prognostician.
So how is it your method and prognostications are able to be more accurate and certain, not only more than
Marx, but more than what is perceived to be possible in the social sciences of our day? Or do I misunderstand
you? Is precise prediction and intervention with a mind to push us to a more favorable probable future more of
a metaphor, where the emphasis is really on transformation to a more qualitatively different possible future, and
therefore not literally a matter of exact predictive science?
Is qualitative transformation, what has been historically associated with ontological concepts of emergence and
mathematical concepts of non-linearity, capable of being modeled more explicitly, more predictively than the
general and often retroductive modelling of emergence in contemporary science? Or is this attempt at
quantitative precision in qualitative modelling exactly what you were critiquing in your hyper-link definition of
evolution, as opposed to a more symbolic, heterogeneous rendering you called meta-evolution? In short, is your
modelling of non-linearity and meta-evolution just another qualitative description in the language of formal
symbolism, or is there some novel scientific content to your modelling?
It was suggested that you have developed or are developing new mathematical and logical tools to overcome
barriers to this higher future. You identified the non-linear barrier as one important form of the main impasse
preventing our higher fate. You suggested non-linearity was the mathematical form of what is also an affective
and conceptual barrier, relating it to dialectics. Your hyperlink for dialectics described it in terms of algebra
and arithmetic that were very technical and specific, using graphic symbols that are unfamiliar. Yet you
obviously have a broader understanding of the dialectic that you link with the Western philosophical tradition.
Can you describe more simply your understanding of dialectic, and if you must define it against Boolean logic,
please explain what that is and why this distinction is important.
I think many people would agree and can understand why cultural transformation is important in this crucial
time period. And certainly our affective as well as conceptual development are important to any cultural
change. But why is mathematics so important? And since non-linearity in science and mathematics has been
around for a long time now, how is your approach different? Why do you see non-linearity as a problem of
dialectics and why do you see dialectical logic as offering a way beyond not just scientific and conceptual
barriers to progress, but emotional/affective barriers as well? Is this is a spiritual path to you? Not necessarily
understood as non-material or transcendental, but as a path of personal ontological transformation, a change of
one's being?
[I2: Some background on our Q ‘dialectical ideographies’: we connote the ‘‘‘dialectical synthesis’’’ category, of, e.g.,
the categories connoted by ‘X
X’ , or ‘q
qX’, and by ‘Y
Y’, or ‘q
qY’, by the symbol qYX, or by the symbol qXY, which we also
call a ‘‘‘mere hybrid’’’ category. Either symbol connotes a ‘“ffull”’ synthesis-category, if only X and Y were extant in
the preceding ‘cumulum’ of category-symbols, from which / immediately after which qYX arose, or a ‘“p
partial”’
synthesis-category if there were ‘non-synthesis’ category-symbols other than X and Y extant in that preceding
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‘cumulum’. The ‘‘‘dialectical antithesis’’’ category, or ‘supplementary opposite’ category, to a category Y, or ‘q
qY’, is
connoted by qYY, also referred to as a ‘self-hybrid’ category. Also, NQ does not mean “N to the Q power”; ‘N’ therein is a
sub-script, a ‘p
pre-ssub-script’ to be exact, as distinct from the more usual ‘p
post-ssub-scripts’, whereas Q is ‘sscript-level’,
i.e., is neither ‘ssub-script’ level nor ‘ssuper-script’ level, all of this meaning that, in NQ, Q builds upon/subsumes ‘N’]

I2 R #2: I’m going to divide my response(s) to your second set of -- EXCELLENT!!! -- questions, so as to
keep track of the separate clusters of inquiry into which they fall, with respect to my clusters of responses.

Cluster 1: Asimov’s Fictional Psychohistorical Mathematics versus Our Actual Psychohistorical Mathematics.
Q. I think the first response many people would have to this interesting string of ideas, is disbelief. It seems
reasonable that humanity is poised on a precipice, and that both development into a more unified global culture
or a fall into chaos or even oblivion are definite possibilities. But the comparison with the kind of mathematical
precision possessed by the fictional foundation in Asimov's novels would seem to be a stretch, based on what
we know of in contemporary science. ... So how is it your method and prognostications are able to be more
accurate and certain, not only more than Marx, but more than what is perceived to be possible in the social
sciences of our day? Or do I misunderstand you? Is precise prediction and intervention with a mind to push us
to a more favorable probable future more of a metaphor, where the emphasis is really on transformation to a
more qualitatively different possible future, and therefore not literally a matter of exact predictive science?
Is qualitative transformation, what has been historically associated with ontological concepts of emergence and
mathematical concepts of non-linearity, capable of being modeled more explicitly, more predictively than the
general and often retroductive modelling of emergence in contemporary science? Or is this attempt at
quantitative precision in qualitative modelling exactly what you were critiquing in your hyper-link definition of
evolution, as opposed to a more symbolic, heterogeneous rendering you called meta-evolution? In short, is your
modelling of non-linearity and meta-evolution just another qualitative description in the language of formal
symbolism, or is there some novel scientific content to your modelling?
R. First of all, a disclaimer is in order: Nothing that we have published to-d
date even remotely approaches the
kind of quantitative, probabilistic predictive power, for large human social populations, that Asimov
described, fictionally, in his heptalogy.
It is true that the systems of dialectical arithmetic, presented later in our dialectical method of presentation of
the systems of dialectical arithmetic, are ‘quanto-qualitative’, or ‘qualo-quantitative’, and, as ideographical
languages, progress, in their ‘quanto-qualitative’ descriptive specificity, with each successive system/language
that we present.
However, we have, so far, in our publications to-date, barely introduced any of these advanced systems, beyond
the second system in that systems-progression.
That second language, we call the ‘ontological Qualifier dialectical ideography’, or NQ for short [background:
The N in that symbol, with single-underscore, occurring as a ‘pre-sub-script-level’ descriptor, connotes the
axioms-system of the “N
Natural” Numbers, its “second-order-logic” axioms included, N being the standard
system of arithmetic upon which the simplest version of the Q ideography is based; the ‘script-level’ Q, doubleunderscored, indicates that Q connotes an axioms-system of “first-order-logic”-axioms only, i.e., of axioms that
talk only about individual Q ‘meta-numbers’, but not, e.g., about qualities/predicates shared by “sets” of
multiple Q ‘meta-numbers’ [which would be “second order axioms”]].
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The first axioms-system in this axioms-system progression is the first-order-logic-o
only axioms-system of the
“N
Natural” Numbers, N. The N system forms a language capable only of the simplest, most abstract
descriptions. It can assert only abstract, whole-count ‘‘‘quantifiers’’’, without even the capability to specify the
kind(s) of individuals that those abstract counts are counting. We call N a system/language of ‘u
unqualified
pure” quantifiers’. However, dialectic is implicitly present in N in the form of the abstract «a
aufheben»
“p
‘content-structure’ of the ultra-simple Peano successor function, s, which is central to the N axioms: for every
Natural” Number, n, its successor “N
Natural” Number is s(n) = n + 1. Thus s is a rudimentary, “purely”“N
quantitative «a
aufheben» function: it concurrently negates, conserves, and elevates in value, by exactly 1 unit,
any/every “N
Natural” Number, n, upon which it operates.
The second axioms-system in our presentational-dialectical progression of systems of dialectical arithmetic, the
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NQ system, arises as NN, N ⊗ N, N , or ~N, as an immanent critique, or self-critique/‘dialectical,
aufheben» negation’, of N, by N, as ‘mentally-embodied’ in the minds of the presentor and presentees. The
«a
net result/positive fruition of this self-critique is NqNN = NQ, as a “counter-example” to the N axioms-system,
as a system of ‘u
unqualified “p
pure” quantifiers’, showing that ‘q
quantifiers’ alone -- that “p
purely”-q
quantitative
languages -- do not exhaust the domain of possible arithmetics.
purely”-q
qualitative language of arithmetic
This is demonstrated by showing, via the NQ axioms-system, that a “p
is also possible.
Technically, this is accomplished by showing that the NQ system is a “non-standard model” of the “ Natural”
Numbers system, such unintended and shocking results having been ‘‘‘predicted’’’, “non-constructively”, by
some of the deepest theorems of modern mathematics [by the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, &, as a conjoint
implication, by the Gödel completeness & incompleteness theorems]. This “showing” is rather dramatic: the
first order axioms that define the N system, also define the NQ system: NQ is the ‘outered’ form of an ‘intradual’ within N itself. A detailed account of the presentational transition from N1, to N2 = N ⊕ NQ, is
available here: http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/11/on-narture-of-opposition-between-first.html.
However, and nonetheless, the NQ system is a ‘contra-system’, or ‘counter-[example-]system’, to the N system
-- N’s ‘‘‘dialectical antithesis’’’ system. This second system is, indeed, a dialectical opposite to the first
system: the NQ system is a system/language of ‘u
unquantifiable “p
pure”[o
ontological] qualifiers’. It is thus not
much better, for the advance and advantaging of human language, in its ideographical form, than is its N
predecessor. The N language is deficient in ‘‘‘q
qualifiers’’’, in ideographical symbols for the specific kinds of
quantifiers’’’. The NQ language is deficient in
individuals/units/things for which its symbols provide ‘‘‘q
‘‘‘q
quantifiers’’’, in ideographical symbols for the specific number of units of a given kind that are present in a
given descriptive context. The NQ ‘meta-numbers’ are ‘u
unquantifiable’ by virtue of their axiom #7.
The next -- the third -- axioms-system of dialectical arithmetic in this dialectical progression of systems of
dialectical arithmetic begins to redress both of these deficiencies.
It is a system of ‘q
quantifiable qualifiers’ or of ‘q
qualifiable quantifiers’.
It is the ‘‘‘dialectical synthesis’’’ of the N and the NQ systems, which arises as NQN, or as NQ ⊗ N, as a
mutual critique/mutual ‘dialectical, «a
aufheben» negation’, of both N and NQ, by one another, as ‘mentallyembodied’ in the minds of the presentor and presentees, the net result of which is NqQN = NU.
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But the NU language, upon scrutiny, reveals its own limitations, including its inability to express ‘metrological
qualifiers’, “metrological units”, or “dimensional units”, such as sec., gm., and cm., and so the immanent
critique rolls onward and upward, to higher, more complex, more ‘thought-concrete’, more “determinate” -- or
more descriptively-rich, more descriptively-capable -- dialectical-ideographical languages/dialecticalmathematical axioms-systems: http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2014/11/advanced-dialectical-arithmetics-ii.html.
You’ve already seen a gloss on the seventh system in this systems-progression, e.g., here -http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2015/04/an-arithmetic-in-which-division-by-zero.html.
Some of these later systems, with the right data, with the right hypotheses, and with the right ‘‘‘experiments’’’,
might be able to match, or even to beat, in reality, the claims of Asimov’s fictional psychohistorical
mathematics. But that remains to be seen.
I noted, above, that the NQ system/language is not much better than the N system, out of which, by immanent
critique, it arises. The NQ system is ‘contra-deficient’ relative to the N system, and vice versa. However, we
have found that this little bit of improvement, from N to NQ, can, already, make a massive difference in
modeling power, and in its capability to assist human, intuitive cognition.
It is, so far, mostly, and almost only, in the NQ language that the many dialectical-mathematical ‘meta-models’
that we have published, including our rudimentary, but real version of Asimov’s fictional “psychohistorical
equations”, summarized here -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Applications_files/Revised,Application_Page_Posting,The_Seldonian_PsychohistoricalDialectical_Equations,by_Aoristos_Dyosphainthos,20SEP2014.pdf

-- have been formulated.
We have billed the NQ language as an “intensional” [i.e., as a not-yet-“extensional”], ‘intuitional’, “heuristic”
ideography, for the catalysis of conceptual-discovery, and of new hypothesis formation, in the natural and social
algorithmic heuristic’, that can catalyze a detailed reconstruction of the ontology of
sciences -- as a cognitive ‘a
the past, or a systematic ordering of the present ontological ‘content-structure’, or even a ‘pre-construction’ of
the possible ontological future(s), of many domains of human experience and knowledge -- of all domains to
which we have applied it so far -- by means of a logic of intuitive, ‘cconnotational entailment’, starting from the
arché», ‘‘‘controlling source’’’, ‘‘‘ever-present origin’’’, or earliest-known ‘“ancestor”’ ontological category,
«a
of the domain to be so theorized. Such ‘theorization’ takes the form of an ‘‘‘evolute categorial progression’’’, a
cumulative progression of ontological categories, akin to those pioneered by Hegel [e.g., in his «Logik»+
+, with
‘‘‘presuppositionless, simple, abstract, indeterminate, pure Being’’’ as «a
arché»-category], and by Marx [in his
«Kapital», with “the elementary form of [commodity] value” as «a
arché»-category]. We have so billed the NQ
language, both in, & ever since, the opening of our opening presentation, entitled “Introductory Letter:
Dialectical Ideography and the Mission of F.E.D.” -http://adventures-in-dialectics.org/Adventures-In-Dialectics/DiaRith/Intro/Dialectical-Ideography_An-Introductory-Letter.htm.

We have found that the resulting ‘meta-models’, formulated in the NQ language, provide ‘knowledge
representation condensation’, in the form of ‘ultra-compact’, mnemonic seed-expressions for whole domains of
human experience/
/knowledge, that can be “intuitively sprouted”, ‘‘‘re-expanded’’’ into full detail, using the
three key rules of the NQ axioms- system, those of axioms #7, #8, and #9, forming the latter, “business
end” of the NQ axioms-list -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,Core_Axioms,Seldonian_First_Dialectical_Arithmetic,07SEP2014_1.jpg.
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For example, the ‘meta-model’ n2^9, with n connoting the ontological category of ‘‘‘pre-n
nuclear particles’’’
arché»’, is readily expanded into, and ‘‘‘solved’’’, by ‘cconnotational entailment’, as the
as ‘cosmos-«a
‘cumulum’ of 512 top-level ontological categories that encompass all of the presently known ‘contentstructure’ of our cosmos, including in the chronological order of their known emergence in ‘cosmos-history’
[except for “Dark Matter” and “Dark Energy”, which are, so far, ‘‘‘known’’’, only ‘‘‘fractionally’’’, at best].
The ‘meta-model’
n2^7
n2^4 ⊕ p1
[wherein ‘⊕
⊕ p’ connotes the adding-back-in of the
‘cosmological-ontological category’ of ‘p
pre-eukaryotic living cells’] selects out just those ‘cosmo-ontological
categories’ that constitute the ‘content-structure’ of the science of biology. [Note: meaningful unrestricted use
of ‘generalized subtraction’, ‘ ’, in the Q arithmetics requires a move from NQ to WQ, or to even beyond it].
The n2^9 ‘meta-model’ includes, in its very last category, a ‘preconstruction’, or “prediction”, of the seed of
the next major «g
genos» of ‘cosmos-ontology’, whose full-blown elaboration is generated by a 1 unit
‘incrementation’ of the ‘meta-exponent’, 9, yielding n2^(9+1) = n2^10, which is readily expandable into
512 + 512 = 1,024 ‘cosmo-ontological categories’.
Of the last 512 additional categories, none are known to be fully extant as yet -- to our knowledge, at least not
in our observable cosmological locale -- but category 512 -- arising as h2
h1 = ∆h = qhh,
connoting an immanent/sself-critique of humanity itself, [wherein category 256, h = qh connotes our own
category of ‘cosmo-ontology’, the category of ‘planetary human[oid] species’] -- connotes a category of ‘metahumanity’ that is already a “fractional” presence today, but which few are able to discern as such, without the
help of the NQ systematic-heuristic method, or of some such method:
http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,Dialectic_of_the_%27Meta-Human%27,09FEB2014.jpg.

A narration of a part of an abbreviated version of this ‘meta-model’ is available via the following links -http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2014/04/part-i-prolegomena-dialectic-of-nature.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2014/05/part-ii-introduction-dialectic-of-nature.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2014/05/part-iii-epoch-t-1-atoms-emegent.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2014/05/part-iii-b-epoch-t-2-molecules-emergent.html.
For another example, going on “iinside” the “h
h” category of ‘cosmo-ontology’, consider the ‘meta-model’
2^5
A
, with A connoting the human “social relations of production” [Marx] «a
arché» ontological category of
the ‘raw Appropriations, by proto-h
human[oid]s, of the products of pre-h
human[oid]/extra-h
human[oid] Nature,
without improvement, for human[oid] consumption, by human[oid] labor’, is readily expanded into, and
‘‘‘solved’’’, by ‘cconnotational entailment’, using the three key rules/axioms, a ‘cumulum’ of 32 top-level
ontological categories, that encompass all of the presently known “social relations of production” ‘contentstructure’ of Terran human history, to-date, in the chronological order of their known emergence in that history.
The resulting, ‘‘‘solved’’’ ‘cumulum’, in its very last category, ‘preconstructs’, or “predicts”, the seed of the
next major «g
genos» of human “social relations of production” -- i.e., the seed for the derivation of a detailed
specification of the possible, higher successor social system to the present, capitalist system -- whose full-blown
elaboration is generated by a one unit incrementation of the ‘meta-exponent’, 5, yielding A2^(5+1) = A2^6,
readily expandable into 32 + 32 = 64 ‘socio-ontological, social-relations-of-production categories’.
Of the last 32 additional categories, none are fully extant as yet -- to our knowledge, in our planetary locale -but category 32 -- arising as ∆K = qKK = ?, where mere K = qK connotes the ‘socio-ontological category’ of
‘‘‘the «K
Kapital»-[social-]rrelation[-of-production]’’’ [Marx] -- already has “fractional” presence, which few are
able to discern as such, without help from the NQ algorithmic-heuristic method, or from some such method.
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A narration of this ‘meta-model’ is available via the following links -http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-1-of-9-psychohistorical.html
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-2-of-9-psychohistorical.html
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-3-of-9-psychohistorical.html
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-4-of-9-psychohistorical.html
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-5-of-9-dialectical-derivation-of_4998.html
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-6-of-9-psychohistorical.html
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-7-of-9-psychohistorical.html
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-8-of-9-seldonian-psychohistorical.html
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/10/part-9-of-9-psychohistorical.html

For yet another example, perhaps a more familiar/accessible one, and one also going on “iinside” the “h
h”
category of ‘cosmo-ontology’, consider the ‘meta-model’ of the ‘meta-evolution’ of ‘‘‘human social
formations’’’ [cf. Marx], expressed by b2^7, with b connoting the «a
arché» human “social formation” ‘socioontological category’, that of the ‘proto-h
human[oid] nomadic hunter-gatherer bands.
That «a
arché»-category is readily expanded, using the 3 key rules/
/axioms, into a large ‘meta-genealogy’ of
categorial ‘meta-progeny’, a 128 top-level ‘socio-ontological categories cumulum’, that together encompass
all of the presently known species of human “social formation(s)” so far manifested in Terran human history,
in the chronological order of their first known emergences therein, & including, in its very last category, a
‘preconstruction’/
/ “prediction” of the seed of the next major «g
genos» of human “social formation(s)”.
A narration of this ‘meta-model’ is available via the following links -http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/07/the-psychohistorical-dialectical.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/07/part-ii-psychohistorical-dialectical.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/07/normal-0-false-false-false.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/07/part-ii-b-psychohistorical-dialectical.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/07/part-ii-c-psychohistorical-dialectical.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/07/part-ii-d-psychohistorical-dialectical.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/07/part-ii-e-psychohistorical-dialectical.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/07/part-ii-f-psychohistorical-dialectical.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/08/normal-0-false-false-false_8.html
The three foregoing example ‘meta-models’ so far all hail from the diachronic species of dialectic, the
«sspecies» that we call ‘[psycho]historical dialectic’.
A couple of examples that hail from the synchronic species of dialectic, that we call ‘[meta-]systematic
dialectic’, and that present, not in historical, chronological order, but in ‘ideo-taxonomical’, systematic order -in order of rising complexity -- the ‘ideo-physio-taxonomy’, or ‘ideo-physio-systematics’, of some domains of
human knowledge/experience, especially if they are examples that are only too well known, might be useful to
convey the basic mechanics of these ‘meta-models’, via an ‘ultra-familiar’ context.
One such example would be the one for the domain of the ‘ideo-physio-ontology’ that we are employing right
here, right now, namely, that of the contemporary system of written English language, which starts from the
category of English written phonetic characters, or letters, as «a
arché»-category: l2^6.
A narration of this ‘meta-model’ is available via the following link -http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2014/12/dear-readers-suite-of-jpeg-images.html
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Perhaps the most ‘ultra-easy’, most familiar, most accessible of all of these ‘meta-models’ of presentational,
‘synchronic dialectic’ is that for the dialectic of ‘‘‘change’’’, which charts the ‘ideo-physio-taxonomy’ of the
contemporary U.S. system of coinage, starting from the pennies coin category as «a
arché»-category: p2^6.
A narration of this ‘meta-model’ is available via the following link -http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2014/09/the-systematic-dialectic-of-change.html

Another such synchronic ‘meta-model’ dialectically charts the probably somewhat familiar domain of the
contemporary systems of the standard arithmetics, starting from the first-and-second-order axioms-system of
Natural” Numbers, N, as «a
arché»-category/«a
arché»-axioms-system: N2^5.
the “N
This ‘«a
arché»-category/«a
arché»-system’ generates, intuitively, progressively, as its ‘ideo-meta-progeny’, the
increasingly-predicated ‘connotogramic’, ‘categorogramic’ descriptions of the increasingly descriptively-rich,
and increasingly algebraic-equations-solving-capable, systems of the standard arithmetics -- of the “Whole”
Numbers [W
W], then of the “Integers” [Z
Z], then of the “Rational” Numbers [Q
Q], then of the “Real” Numbers [R
R],
C] . . ..
then of the “Complex” Numbers [C
This model is depicted here -http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2012/11/the-dialectic-of-arithmetic-depicted.html
-- and also narrated here -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes_files/v.4.7,Part_0.,Prefatories,Miguel_Detonacciones,F.E.D._Vignette_4,The_Goedelian_Dialectic_of_the_Standard_Ari
thmetics,last_updated_07JUL2014.pdf
http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes_files/v.4.7,Part_I.,Miguel_Detonacciones,F.E.D._Vignette_4,The_Goedelian_Dialectic_of_the_Standard_Arithmetics,las
t_updated_07JUL2014.pdf
http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes_files/v.4.4,Part_II.,Miguel_Detonacciones,F.E.D._Vignette_4,The_Goedelian_Dialectic_of_the_Standard_Arithmetics,la
st_updated_29NOV2012.pdf

You asked: “So how is it your method and prognostications are able to be more accurate and certain, not only
more than Marx, but more than what is perceived to be possible in the social sciences of our day?”
The social sciences of our day are deeply constrained by capitalist ideology, consciously, and, even more so,
unconsciously, so that, as one breaks out of those constraints, by means of iterated, dialectical, immanent
critique, greater reconstructive and ‘preconstructive’ power in the human-social sciences, relative to what is
possible within those ideological constraints, is to be expected.
Exceeding the accuracy and certainty of Marx’s predictions, however, is, even today, with so much “water
under the bridge” since Marx last wrote, a tall order, and we can claim to have accomplished anything like that
only in certain limited senses, and, even then, mainly only through extending Marx’s dialectical method, and
applying it, primarily, to data, information, and knowledge that has accrued only since his death.

Even so, as you can see from the foregoing, our methods and prognostications are founded in an ‘algorithmic
heuristic’, and in a logic [a system of rules of ‘followership’; of ‘‘‘what follows from what’’’] driven by
‘connotational entailments’ that are intensional, heuristic, and intuitive in nature, and that arise from the lived
experience of the contemporary, and of the recent-past historical, human-social totality of this planet.
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You asked: “Is precise prediction and intervention with a mind to push us to a more favorable probable future
more of a metaphor, where the emphasis is really on transformation to a more qualitatively different possible
future, and therefore not literally a matter of exact predictive science?”
Certainly at the present time, and in terms of our publications to-date, the answer to your question is a
resounding “Yes”, within the context of this answer that we have clarified [I hope] above.

You asked: “Is qualitative transformation, what has been historically associated with ontological concepts of
emergence and mathematical concepts of non-linearity, capable of being modeled more explicitly, more
predictively than the general and often retroductive modelling of emergence in contemporary science?”
The answer to this question is, we hold, a resounding “YES!”
Most “mainstream” mathematical modeling stops with ‘‘‘evolution’’’, stops dead before the threshold of ‘metaevolution’; stops with ‘‘‘dynamics’’’; stops at the threshold of ‘meta-dynamics’; stops at “singularity”, and with
infinitely-erroneous answers to boot. Most such modeling can model, at best, quantitative change, but cannot
model at or after the threshold, where that quantitative change crosses over into qualitative change, into
ontological change -- can model merely quantitative ‘‘‘eevolution’’’, but cannot model ‘qual[o-quant]itative’,
‘ontological revolution’.
A discussion of this ‘‘‘psychohistorical’’’ phenomenon, in the context of nonlinear dynamical systems theory,
may prove useful -http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2013/09/dialectics-and-dynamical-systems-theory.html.

You asked: “In short, is your modelling of non-linearity and meta-evolution just another qualitative description
in the language of formal symbolism, or is there some novel scientific content to your modelling?”
Yes and Yes again.
The NQ language provides a qualitative description of ‘meta-evolution’, and even a kind of limited, qualitativeonly, ontological-categorial solution to nonlinear differential equation models in general, by making the NQ
arithmetic’s multiplication operation a model of nonlinear differential equation singularity / ontological
revolution, one that yields a correct, non-infinite, “purely”-qualitative solution, in the form of a new ontological
category, but a category which is specified, in terms of its core qualities, in terms of those of the old ontological
category from out which it arose: http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,metafinite_resonance_singularity,29JUN2014.jpg.
If C or qC connotes an NQ-expressed ontological Category that is in a process of the quantitatively expanding
self-reproduction of its units/individuals, increasing their population and their density/physical-spatial
concentration at various physical-spatial loci, tending toward a critical threshold of ‘self-envelopment’ of those
units, whereby interactions among units of this same kind, at the cores of these loci, start to predominate over
interactions of those kinds of units with units of previously-irrupted kinds, at the peripheries of those loci, then,
per our standard interpretation, the equation(s) -C ⊗ C = C2 = C(C) = ~(C) = C ⊕ ∆C = C ⊕ qCC = qC ⊕ qCC
-- mime(s) the moments at and after that critical threshold is crossed; the moments of “singularity” /
‘‘‘qualitative change’’’ / ‘ontological revolution’ / ‘categorial bifurcation’, in which a new ontological
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category/«a
arithmos» of units/«m
monads» irrupts from out of the midst of the C or qC units/«m
monads». For
⊗’ and of NQ ‘generalized addition’, ‘⊕
⊕’, see -definitions of NQ ‘generalized multiplication’, ‘⊗
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2015/05/e-d-notation-categorial-multiplication.html
http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2015/04/e-d-notation-categorial-addition.html
The symbol qCC, per our standard interpretation, signifies a new category/«a
arithmos», each of whose units is
made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of the units/«m
monads» of category/«a
arithmos» qC = C.
Each unit of qCC is a ‘meta-unit’/‘meta-«m
monad»’ of [some of the, former] units of qC = C.
The category/«a
arithmos» qCC is a ‘meta-category’ / ‘meta-«a
arithmos»’, in terms of its units/«m
monads», relative
to ontological category C or qC, in terms of its [category C’s] units/«m
monads».
Note that the relation between category qC and category qCC is an «a
aufheben» relation, and that, likewise, the
[self-]process, or [self-]operation, which acts on qC to produce qCC as its net result is a[n] [self-]«a
aufheben»
process, or [self-]«a
aufheben» operation [‘~
~’, or ‘q
qC’]: each unit of category qCC = qC2
qC = ~qC
qC
is the product of a ‘negation/conservation/elevation’ of a ‘sub-«a
arithmos»’ of the units/«m
monads» of category
qC. I.e., this relation/operation is a dialectical ‘‘‘self-refleexive’’’, ‘self-reflu
uxive’, ‘‘‘nonlinear’’’ [“degree 2”]
relation/operation.
The ‘physio-ontological’/‘ideo-ontological’ universality of this process of ‘meta-unit-ization’ is truly
breathtaking, and yet mostly unnoticed, as such, in modern, ‘mathematico-science’, today.

The NQ, second Seldonian dialectical arithmetic -- the first explicitly dialectical arithmetic in its progression of
dialectical arithmetics -- is still too simple, too abstract, too indeterminate, as an ideographical language, to
formulate the kind of psychohistorical modeling capability that Asimov imagines, even were the data, the
information, the knowledge, the theories, and the hypotheses requisite to such a capability presently at hand.
The NQ system of arithmetic cannot express quantities, e.g., the specific population-“census”-counts of its
categories/«a
arithmoi», as a function of historical time, so that the changing specific numbers [«a
arithmoi»] of
units/«m
monads» which those categories “contain”/intend remains indefinite. This is a result of its axiom #7.
The NQ arithmetic cannot express the coordinates of specific physical-spatial loci where the events it describes
are ‘‘‘retrodicted’’’ to have taken place in past time, or are predicted to take place in future time.
The NQ arithmetic cannot even express historical time on the micro-scales, or meso-scales, of the units of
seconds, minutes, hours, years, decades, etc. It expresses time only in the form of discrete historical epochs.
Thus, the descriptive power of the NQ arithmetic is confined to qualitative, ontological, intensional, intuitive,
heuristic, categorial meanings only.
However, ironically, it is that very sparseness of descriptive determinateness that can make the NQ language an
ideal tool for initially opening up hitherto ‘u
uncomprehended’ domains, or, so far, only partially comprehended
domains, of human experience and knowledge, in an initially-manageable way, stimulating new insights for
hypothesis initiation, and even for new theory formation.
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In addition, the lockstep ‘categorial combinatorics’ of the NQ rules-system often serves as a kind of “checklist”, like those worked through before an aircraft is allowed to leave the ground, helping its users to avert
overlooking key hybrid categories that they might otherwise have tended to miss, ignore, skip, or simply not
even discern at all.
So, in summary, our employment of names resonant with the themes of Asimov’s Foundation novels was/is not
so as to claim that we already possess, in reality, a mathematically-formulated [meta-]science of psychohistory
that already matches, in predictive power, the fictional “psychohistory” featured in those novels.
On the contrary, it was/is to suggest that we see, on a planetary scale, a looming Dark Age, such as those novels
portray, on a galactic scale, and that our mission is to do what we can, together with others, to help avert that
Dark Age, and to convert it, instead, into the first Global Renaissance of our now planetary civilization, or, if
too late for that averting/conversion, to do all that we can, together with others, to help minimize both the
duration and the severity of that New Dark Age.
Any intimations that the Foundation presently possesses any actual, full blown Asimovian “psychohistorical”
‘‘‘meta-science’’’, that some might infer from our writings, should be relegated to the category covered by the
‘mythopoeia caveat’ in our main website’s ‘omni-copyright statement’: “These texts, in addition to that of
‘ideogramic’, pictogramic’, and ‘phonogramic’ symbolism, draw also upon the power of mythological,
allegorical, and mythopoeic -- that is, of ‘‘‘psychohistorical’’’ -- symbolism to aid in the conveyance of their
most urgent messages. ...” -- omni-copyright statement:
http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Welcome_files/Omni-Copyright%20Statement%20for%20the%20www.dialectics.org%20website.jpg.

Cluster 2: Predictive Efficacy of Marxian Theory [vis-a-vis of the sub-scientific religion, ‘‘‘MarxISM’’’].
Q. Concordantly, when many people hear Marx used in this predictive context, there is also a rather strong
reaction coming from popular generalizations about his failure to properly understand the complexity of the
historical process, and perhaps his inability to accurately foresee his own effect on the very revolutionary
process he was predicting. Even for many people not averse to Marx or Marxist analysis, it is common to say
he was a good diagnostician but not a great prognostician.
R. I think you have invoked an extraordinarily profound insight, which belongs at the heart of the immanent
critique of Marxian theory itself, when you wrote, above, of “his inability to accurately foresee his own effect
on the very revolutionary process he was predicting” -- invoking what we call ‘the self-reflexive moment of
Marxian theory’, raising the need for a ‘Marxian theory of [that includes] Marxian theory itself’, as a[n]
[psycho]historical phenomenon in its own right.
However, I will not address that rich and deep topic in this response, except to say that, though Marx and
Engels did, explicitly, foresee “state-capitalism” as the end-stage of the capitalist system in the advancedindustrial capitalist geographical core [F. Engels, Anti-Duhring, NW, 1966, pp. 303-3
305], they did not, to my knowledge/reading, foresee the prevenient emergence of ‘bourgeoisie-less’, pure-bureaucratic proto-state-capitalisms in the
“semi-periphery” of that core, and did not foresee the, resulting, twisting of Marxian/Engelsian theory into an
ideology in support of a new pathway of the “primitive accumulation” [Marx] of industrial capital, and of
totalitarian, police-state rule, by the vicious, mass-murdering state-bureaucratic ruling classes there. This has
made it possible for the core capitalist ruling class to promote a total confusion as to what Marx’s theory is
really all about.
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With regard to those who say Marx “was a good diagnostician but not a great prognostician”, I should say that I
have noticed, in my own encounters with such sayings, that those who say them are either operating under a
confusion, a vast mis-identification, of Marx’s work with the totalitarian secular religion -- the anti-Marxian,
proto-state-capitalist ideology -- of ‘Mao-Stalino-Trotskyo-Leninism’, or are ignorant of Marx’s actual writings,
or both.
It was Marx himself who wrote, even though only the first spores of Leninism had surfaced at the time of his
writing, ‘‘‘As for myself, I am not a Marxist’’’.
I do agree that Marx was -- relative to all other social scientists before or since -- an astute, beyond-excellent
[psychohistorical] diagnostician for capitalism, and even for the more remote ‘intra-dualities’ of earlier humansocial formations/systems.
But I also ask -- “Can you name any other theorist who has done a better job than Marx of forecasting the
human social future relative to his own life-time -- what has occurred since his death -- than did Marx?”
The plan published by Marx [K. Marx, Zur Kritik der Politischen Oekonomie, NW, 1972, p. 19] -- as well as his several
posthumously published plans [M. Rubel, Five Essays, Cambridge U. Press, pp. 190-2
229 ] -- for his dialectical, immanent
critique, and systematic-dialectical presentation, of the capitalist system, i.e., of his “critique of political
economy” entire, envisioned six «b
buchs», to be entitled, in their systematic-dialectical order, Capital, LandedProperty, Wage-Labor, The[ National] State, Inter[-]nation[-]al Trade, and, finally, World Market and Crises.
It was only in the last «b
buch», to be entitled World Market and Crises, that Marx could properly provide his
systematic, comprehensive account of the causes and of the contents of the predicted transition from the
capitalist system [in]to its successor system, for Marx repeatedly stated his prediction that it would be capitalist,
world-market crises that would directly drive humanity to make the transition beyond the capitalist system, to
its ‘‘‘producers’-associationist’’’ successor-system.
Marx did not live long enough to work out, in detail, and to write-out, in full, and to publish, that final «b
buch»,
or even any of the other five «b
buchs» before it, except for part of the first «b
buch», the [four volume!!] Capital
«b
buch», that is extant today.
To my knowledge, the extant manuscript wherein Marx set forth the fullest draft that we have toward that ‘twotriad’ plan, is the one entitled «Grundrisse der Kritik der Politischen Oekonomie» -- “The «Grundrisse»”
[“Foundation”] for short.
We use the NQ algebra to model the ‘‘‘systematic dialectic’’’ of [t]his plan of presentation here -http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2014/06/in-pictures-dialectic-of-marxs-critique.html.

I want to call to your attention just two of the predictions, offered in several clusters of passages in that
‘‘‘foundation-al’’’ Marxian manuscript, and to ask you to consider how you think that they compare to the
prognostications of other theorists who you have studied, including those who lived long after Marx’s death,
some of whom had the advantage of actually “seeing”, in their present experience, some of the manifestations
that Marx foresaw, unseen -- and that Marx foresaw, not haphazardly, but out of his systematic, comprehensive
understanding of the “law of motion” that forms the very essence of the phenomenon that we call the capitalist
social formation.
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1. Marx comprehended the growing predominance of “fixed capital”, and, in particular, of the “machinery”
species of means of production, as an expression of the essential character of capital, of the capital-[social-]
relation[-of-production], & of the taxis of that form of fixed capital toward “an automatic system of machinery”
as a trend arising at the core of “the [political-]economic law of motion of modern [capital-centered] society” -“As long as the means of labour remains a means of labour in the proper sense of the term, such as it is
[when] directly, historically adopted by capital and included in its realization process, it undergoes a merely
formal modification [F.E.D.: as part of what Marx elsewhere terms the [merely] formal domination of capital, or the ‘‘‘formal subsumption of [the]
129]], by appearing now as means of labour not only
labour[-process] under capital’’’ [K. Marx, Value, New Park, 1976, pp. 116-1
in regard to its material side, but also at the same time as a particular mode of the presence of capital determined
by its total process -- as fixed capital.”
“But, once adopted into the production process of capital [F.E.D.:

“of” here meaning both the production process belonging to capital,

and the production process which [re]produces [more, new] capital; [more, new] capital-value; [more of] the capital-value social-relation-of-production], the
means of labour passes through different [historical -- F.E.D.] metamorphoses, whose culmination is the machine, or
rather, an automatic system of machinery (system of machinery: the automatic one is merely its most complete,
most adequate form [F.E.D.: i.e., the form most adequate to “the capital-relation”], and alone transforms machinery into a
system), set in motion by an automaton, a moving power that moves itself; this automaton consisting of
numerous mechanical and intellectual organs, so that the workers themselves are cast merely as its conscious
linkages. In the machine, and even more in machinery as an automatic system, the use value, i.e. the material
quality of the means of production, is transformed into an existence adequate to fixed capital, and to capital as
such; and the form in which it was [first -- F.E.D.] adopted into the production process of capital, the direct means
of labour, is superseded by a form posited by capital itself and corresponding to it. . . .”

“The full development of capital, therefore, takes place -- or capital has posited the mode of
production corresponding to it -- only when the means of labour has not only taken the economic form of fixed
capital, but has also been suspended [F.E.D.: i.e., has been ‘«aaufheben»-ated’] in its immediate form, and when fixed
capital appears as a machine within the production process, opposite labour; and the entire production process
appears not as subsumed under the direct skillfulness of the worker, but rather as the technological application
of science. It is, hence, the tendency of capital to give production a scientific character; direct labour [is]
reduced to a mere moment of this process.”
“As with the transformation of value into capital, so does it appear in the further development of capital, that
it presupposes a certain given historical development of the productive forces on one side -- science, too [is]
among these productive forces -- and, on the other, drives and forces them further onwards.”
“Thus the quantitative extent and the effectiveness (intensity) to which capital is developed as fixed
capital indicate the general degree to which capital is developed as capital, as power over living labour, and to
which it has conquered the production process as such [i.e., as capital -- F.E.D.].”
“Also, in the sense that it expresses the accumulation of objectified productive forces [F.E.D.: e.g., of scientific knowledge
as materialized in human-product physical objects], and likewise of objectified labour [F.E.D.: of human labor-time “congealed” in physical
product-objects, and, thus, as ‘‘‘time-binding’’’ in and via such physical objects [cf. Korzybski]].”
“However, while capital gives itself its adequate form as use value within the production process only in the
form of machinery, and other material manifestations of fixed capital, such as railways, etc. (to which we shall
return later), this in no way means that this use value -- machinery as such -- is capital, or that its existence
as machinery is identical with its existence as capital; any more than gold would cease to have its use value as
gold if it were no longer money.”
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“M
Machinery does not lose its use value as soon as it ceases to be capital.”
“While machinery is the most appropriate form of the use value of fixed capital, it does not at all follow that
therefore subsumption under the social relation of capital is the most appropriate and ultimate social relation
of production for the application of machinery.”
“To the degree that labour time -- the mere quantity of labour -- is posited by capital as the sole
determinant element, to that degree does direct labour and its quantity disappear as the determinant principle
of production -- of the creation of use values -- and is reduced both quantitatively, to a smaller proportion, and
qualitatively, as an, of course, indispensable but subordinate moment, compared to general scientific labour
[F.E.D.: i.e., compared to “uuniversal labor”], technological application of natural sciences, on the one side, and to
the general productive force arising from social combination [F.E.D.: i.e., from “ccooperative labor”; the nonlinear, that is, the
disproportionate, amplified effect of the objectively-socialized labour, of many workers, organized by capital, working in concert, versus the productivity of a similar
number of workers as isolated producers][Gleiderung]

in total production on the other side -- a combination which appears as
700].
a natural fruit of social labour (although it is a [F.E.D.: human-phenomic] historic product).” [pp. 692-7

2. Marx briefly synopsized his theory of the causation of the transition of the capitalist system of society to its
successor system -- a theory which is nowhere extant, today, in its fullness, to our knowledge -- in the following
related passages from the «Grundrisse». It is a theory, not of a “mechanical”, “material”, “automatic”
causation, but, on the contrary, and precisely, a theory of the ‘psychohistorical[-material]’ causation of that
transition -- fallible, and wholly dependent upon human-social dialogue, and upon a human overcoming, by
critique, of human ideologies. Marx’s account of end-stage capitalism only rings ever more true as the
trajectory of capitalism continues -- even more true than ever before since the world market crisis that began,
visibly, to capitalist perception, in 2007, more than 120 years after Marx penned his last written word!!!

First of all, Marx asserted, regularly, the centrality of “globalization” -- of the emergence of a “global
market” -- to the very essence of capitalism:
“The tendency to create the world market is directly given in the concept of capital itself.” [p. 408].
He summarized the final “book” of his exposition of the systematic/historical dialectic of capital as follows:
“...Finally the world market. Encroachment of bourgeois society over the state. Crises. Dissolution of the
mode of production and form of society based on exchange value. Real positing of individual labor
as social and vice versa. ... .” [p. 264].
One of his most succinct summaries of his theory of the ‘‘‘psychohistorical material’’’ causation of the
transition beyond the predominance of the “capital-relation” is the following -“...C
Crises are then the general intimation which points beyond the presupposition [= the World Market -- F.E.D.], and
the urge which drives towards the adoption of a new historic form.” [p. 228].
A more extended summary of this theory of the human, ‘‘‘psychohistorical’’’ ‘self-force’ that Marx expects to
drive humanity to achieve ‘‘‘escape-velocity’’’ from the ‘capital-attractor’, and, thereby, as well, to achieve the
transition out of “human prehistory”, is given later in that voluminous manuscript.
Some of it sounds almost like today’ss newscast, or like headlines from 2008! --
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“... the development of the productive forces brought about by the historical development of
capital itself, when it reaches a certain stage, suspends [‘«aaufhebens»’ -- F.E.D.] the self-rrealization of capital itself,
instead of positing it.
“Beyond a certain point, the development of the powers of production becomes a barrier for capital;
hence the capital relation a barrier for the development of the productive powers of labor.”
“When it has reached this point, capital, i.e. wage-llabor, enters into the same relation towards the
development of social wealth and of the forces of production as the guild system, serfdom, slavery, and is
stripped off as a fetter.”
“T
The last form of servitude assumed by human activity, that of wage labor on one side, capital on the
other, is thereby cast off like a skin, and this casting-off is itself the result of the mode of production
corresponding to capital; the material and mental conditions of the negation of wage labor and of capital,
themselves already the negation of earlier forms of unfree social production, are themselves the result of its
production process.”
“The growing incompatibility between the productive development of society and its hitherto existing
relations of production expresses itself in bitter contradictions, crises, spasms.”
“The violent destruction of capital, not by relations external to it, but rather as a condition of its selfpreservation, is the most striking form in which advice is given it to be gone and to give room to a higher state
of social production...”
“Hence the highest development of productive power together with the greatest expansion of existing
wealth will coincide with depreciation of capital, degradation of the laborer, and a most straitened exhaustion
of his vital powers.”
“These contradictions, of course, lead to explosions, cataclysms, crises, in which momentary
suspension of all labor and annihilation of a great part of the capital violently lead it back to the point where
it is enabled [to go on] fully employing its productive powers without committing suicide.”
“Yet these regularly recurring catastrophes lead to their repetition on a higher scale and finally to its
violent overthrow.” [pp. 749-7
750].

Marx and Engels did note, I should also note that, where representative democracy was won, & where suffrage
was extended to include the “propertyless” wage-working class, the transition beyond capitalism could be
achieved by constitutional, nonviolent processes: “... we do not deny that there are countries like England and
America ... where labour may attain its goal by peaceful means.” [Marx, 8 September 1872, at the Hague Congress of the First
International, http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1872/09/08.htm, K. Marx and F. Engels, On Britain, Foreign Languages Press, Moscow, 1962].
The only social theorist who comes close to Marx’s prognostic accuracy, in my opinion, is George Orwell, who
seems to have come to an intuitive grasp of something like the Marxian ‘‘‘political-economic law of motion of
modern [capital-ruled] society’’’ in his own right.
True, his predictions, embodied in his novel 1984, were off-time to the side of prematurity by a few decades.
His prediction, via that novel, of “permanent warfare” as a primary institution of later capitalist society, has
materialized ever since the “9
9/11” operation, at the very least.
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His prediction of secret police video surveillance of all citizens is, increasingly, actualized, e.g., with the
pervasive deployment of CCTV in the U.K., recent legislation in France, and the total surveillance of
citizen electronic communications recently revealed by Edward Snowden, and others, in the U.S., and,
increasingly, world-wide.
His prediction of the global consolidation of state-capitalist regimes into three inter-warring blocs -- “Oceania”,
“Eurasia”, and “East Asia” -- has yet to fully materialize, but is ‘‘‘fractionally’’’ presaged, I believe, in the
plutocracy-orchestrated formation of NATO, of the EU, and of the many other plutocracy-proposed
trade/economic/political treaties, and multi-national “unions”, for North America, Africa, Asia, etc.
Lastly, on this topic, I should note that “the social forces of production” and “the social relations of production”
were not conceived, by Marx, in some rigid, impersonal externality and estrangement from the individual
human subject/agent, but were grasped, at their core, as predicates, as attributes, of that human social individual
her/him/self, despite the alienation -- the sold-away character -- of their existence for the wage-laborer, within
the regime of capital -“Productive forces and social relationships -- the two different sides of the development of the social individual
-- appear to be, and are, only a means, for capital, to enable it to produce from its own cramped base. But in
fact they are the material conditions that will shatter this foundation.”
[David McLellan (editor & translator), The Grundrisse – Karl Marx, Harper & Row (NY: 1971), p. 143].

Cluster 3: F.E.D.’s ‘Unified Theory of Universal Dialectics’, Differential Equation Nonlinearity /
“U
Unsolvability”, & Their Interconnection.
Q. It was suggested that you have developed or are developing new mathematical and logical tools to
overcome barriers to this higher future. You identified the non-linear barrier as one important form of the main
impasse preventing our higher fate. You suggested non-linearity was the mathematical form of what is also an
affective and conceptual barrier, relating it to dialectics. Your hyperlink for dialectics described it in terms of
algebra and arithmetic that were very technical and specific, using graphic symbols that are unfamiliar*
*. Yet
you obviously have a broader understanding of the dialectic that you link with the Western philosophical
tradition. Can you describe more simply your understanding of dialectic, and if you must define it against
Boolean logic, please explain what that is and why this distinction is important.
I think many people would agree and can understand why cultural transformation is important in this crucial
time period. And certainly our affective as well as conceptual development are important to any cultural
change. But why is mathematics so important? And since non-linearity in science and mathematics has been
around for a long time now, how is your approach different? Why do you see non-linearity as a problem of
dialectics and why do you see dialectical logic as offering a way beyond not just scientific and conceptual
barriers to progress, but emotional/affective barriers as well?
R. *Firstly, please accept my apologies for the oversight of using the generic ontological category variable in
the definition of ‘dialectical arithmetic’, and of ‘‘‘dialectical algebra’’’, without also linking you to a definition
of that category-variable symbol itself. The following link should, albeit retroactively, redress that oversight,
providing a definition of that graphical symbol, in the context of its use -http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2015/04/e-d-notation-categorial-progression.html.
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Secondly, let me, this time pro-actively, address another challenge, one of epochal, ‘human-phenomic’
unfamiliarity, that you may experience in your reception of our mathematical notation. Most of today’s
standard mathematical [ideographical] notation is of the kind that we term ‘a
atomistic notation’, or ‘isolationist
notation’, or ‘logical-individual-istic notation’. Our Encyclopedia Dialectica “full regalia” notation is,
holistic notation’, and, especially, is so via the use of our ‘d
dialectical
instead, of the kind that we term ‘h
diacritical marks’: http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,Definition,%27HOListic_Notation%27,14DEC2014.jpg.
Thirdly, I think that the following four slides will go a long way toward clarifying what we see as the
interconnexion among dialectic, mathematical nonlinearity, and two other key concepts from our [from
humanity’s] philosophical past -- firstly, late-Platonian [&
& earliest-Marxian!!; see “Theses on Feuerbach”, thesis III, in K. Marx, F.
Engels, The German Ideology, Progress Publ., 1968, p. 660] «a
auto-k
kinesis», and, secondly, what we call ‘k
karmicity’ --
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The above-described interconnexions are meaningful because -- and the following remarks do not pertain to the
originally-so-named “dialectic”, i.e., to the early-Platonian form of, supposedly eternal/statical, «E
Eide»dialectic, but only to [meta-]d
dynamical dialectic -- dialectic is not about “derived motion”; is not about
transformations imposed from ‘externity -- from “outside” -- upon otherwise passive, inert, action-less, and
‘a
adynamical’, “dead” objects.
True, dialectical, [meta-]d
dynamics is not at all primarily about externally-induced movement. It is, primarily,
about self-induced change; it is about ‘sself-m
movement’, about «a
auto-k
kinesis».
Indeed, the ‘externalist’ kind of view reflects the mentality of linearity, and of linear, pseudo-dynamical
differential equation models; the mentality, precisely, of ‘a
adialectic’, or of ‘a
anti-dialectic’.
Dialectic is about self-a
activity; about self-cchange [cf. Marx, “Theses on Feuerbach”, thesis III, in The German Ideology, ibid., p. 660].
The “contradictions” which real dialectic addresses, are ‘‘‘iinternal contradictions’’’.
Dialectical “contradictions” are not, primarily, “external contradictions” -- e.g., clashes of forces carried by
separated objects, conceived in mutual externality, viewed as being separately self-subsistent; conceived as
‘without each other’.
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Dialectical “contradictions” are ineluctable ‘self-dualities’, ‘intra-dualities’, or ‘indivi-dualities’, i.e.,
dualities’; “iinternal contradictions”, internal [force] oppositions, that drive system change from
‘iindivi[sible-]d
inside the system that is [thus self-]changing -- as ‘iinside agitators’, not as “o
outside agitators” -- driving that
change all the way, even, to the ‘dis-existentiation’, or, at least, to a ‘lapse into meta-cyclosis’, of that system,
together with the irruption of its determinate, immediate successor ‘self-hybrid’ system -•

Like a “main sequence” star, grasped a complex unity of its immanent, inward pressure of self-gravitational
self-iimplosion and of its outward pressure of core fusion self-eexplosion -- opposing pressures which operate
within every finite locus of the body/interior of that star, driving the “nucleosynthesis” of new atom kinds.

•

Or, like your body, locked in an ineluctable ‘intra-duality’ between ‘intergenerate’ processes of oxidative
anabolism &/versus oxidative catabolism, driving accumulating senescence, moment upon moment.

•

Or, like our present, capitalist system, locked in a ‘self-inescapable self-duality’ between ‘intergenerate’,
inseparable processes of capital as “self-eexpanding value” [Marx], & [via ‘technodepreciation’] of ‘capital
as self-ccontracting value’ [Seldon], driving that system from its “hundred years’ peace” ‘‘‘ascendance
phase’’’, to its ‘‘‘descendance phase’’’ of ever-escalating, “military-industrial complex” [Eisenhower]
driven, “permanent” global war [Orwell], in which a ‘technodepreciation’-induced secular continuing
deflation, and a secular fall in the rate of net return -- net of ‘technodepreciation’ write-offs -- on core
industrial capital investment, is controlled by world market crises, then on to its denouement, in which
plutocracy-controlled, Central Bank orchestrated continual inflation attempts to blunt ‘technodepreciation’induced losses, and in which that core-plutocracy empowered military-industrial complex, and its military
‘servant-dictatorships’, impose a “Third World” regime on the majority of humanity, blocking
‘technodepreciation’-inducing industrialization there...until recently, all this leaving global human
civilization poised between economic-democratic social revolution & “the mutual ruin of the contending
classes” [Marx and Engels]; between ‘G
Global Renaissance’ & New/Final Dark Age.

We perceive a[n] [p
psycho]historical dialectic of the dialectic itself which has already exhibited at least four
phases -- four distinct ‘ideo-«sspecies»’.
But, before that ‘d
dialectic of the dialectic itself’, there was a prehistory to its four kinds of full-blown dialectic,
a prehistory of ‘protoic’ dialectic that presaged, in germ, what was to come.
The Pythagorean [circa 500 B.C.E.] cosmology, and the Heraclitean [circa 475 B.C.E.] cosmology, both
highlighting the interplay of opposites, were perhaps the first two of these precursors to dialectic full-blown, in
the ancient Occident. There were homologous developments in the ancient Orient, such as the ‘‘‘yin vs. yang
cosmology’’’, associated with Taoism in ancient China [~
~6th to 3rd century, B.C.E.], and, we would argue,
the Jainist concept of «k
karma» in ancient India [circa 800 B.C.E.].
What Aristotle noted as the ‘‘‘Zenoan’’’ dialectic [followed by the, related, Socratean «eelenchus»], by which a
[false] premise reveals itself, as being false, in the course of a deductive discourse, or formal presentation, that
deduces, from itself -- that derives deductively, from that premise -- a formal, propositional contradiction, one
which therefore then strikes back, self-refleexively, ‘self-reflu
uxively’, upon that premise, formally negating it,
perhaps came next.
The final chapter of that prehistory -- of ‘protoic’ dialectic -- was the early-Platonian ‘‘‘vertical’’’ dialectic of
Plato’s «A
Arithmoi Eidetikoi»; of the supposedly eternal/immutable/statical «E
Eide», or «Ιδεας», lacking in any
[meta-]dynamical, ‘‘‘horizontal’’’ dialectic at all, whatsoever -- whose only claim to dialectic, in our view, is
aufheben» ‘m
meta-«m
monad»-iization’ relationships between “lower” and “higher” echelons of
the ‘‘‘vertical’’’ «a
the «E
Eide» as «m
monads» -- e.g., each Platonian ‘idea-genos’ category-unit is a ‘meta-unit’ of the heterogeneous
multiplicity of its ‘idea-species’ category-units, “beneath” it. Indeed, even the “infima” species ‘idea-units’ are
monads»/‘idea-units’.
‘meta-units’ with respect to the heterogeneous multiplicity of their ‘ultima’ idea-«m
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Then followed the [psycho]historical dialectic of the dialectic proper.
Its «a
arché»-category is that of the “ssystematic dialectics”, the better-known sub-«sspecies» of which are those of
Hegel, and, later, of Marx.
Both are sub-«sspecies» of what we call ‘synchronic dialectics’, but Marx’s version does not deny the historicity
of the present that his systematic dialectical method presents systematically, whereas, according to some
readings [from which we demur], Hegel’s version does.
Marx, «Grundrisse» -“...our [F.E.D.: systematic-ddialectical +] method indicates the points where historical investigation must enter in, or
where bourgeois economy as a merely historical form of the production process points beyond itself to earlier
historical modes of production.”
“In order to develop the laws of bourgeois economy, therefore, it is not necessary to write the real history of the
relations of production.”
“But the correct observation and deduction of these laws, as having themselves become in history, always leads
to primary equations -- like the empirical numbers e.g. in natural science -- which point towards a past
lying behind this system.”
“These indications [Andeutung], together with a correct grasp of the present, then also offer the key to
the understanding of the past -- a work in its own right which, it is hoped, we shall be able to undertake as well
[Alas, Marx did not live long enough to do so!! -- F.E.D.].”
“This correct view likewise leads at the same time to points at which the suspension [i.e., at which the ‘«aaufheben»-aation’ -F.E.D.] of the present form of production relations gives signs of its becoming -- foreshadowings of the future.”
“Just as, on one side the pre-bourgeois phases appear as merely historical, i.e. suspended [i.e., as ‘«aaufheben»-ed’ -F.E.D.] pre-suppositions, so do the contem porary conditions of production likewise appear as engaged in
suspending themselves [i.e., in ‘«aaufheben»-ating themselves’ -- F.E.D.] and hence in positing the historic presuppositions for
a new state of society.” [Grundrisse, Nicolaus translation, pp. 460-4
461, emphases added by F.E.D.].
Formally, we can define a unit of the category of ‘‘‘S
Systematic dialectics’’’, or ‘S
Synchronic dialectics’ [S
S, or
qS], as a critical, systematic ordering of the categories that “contain” the ‘categorio-taxonomic meta-anatomy’,
and ‘meta-physiology’, of the system that those categories’ ordered exposition conveys/comprehends -- the
categorial “taxonomy” or “systematics” of/“iinside” that system.
The next, second category that this [psycho]historical ‘d
dialectic of the dialectic itself’ historically irrupts, is -beginning with some of Hegel’s works -- the «sspecies»-category that we call ‘‘‘historical dialectics’’’, or
‘diachronic dialectics’ [H
H, or qH, or qSS] -- which is a ‘self-hybrid’, ‘‘‘dialectical [supplementary] opposite’’’,
‘contra-category’, ‘counter[-example ]category’, i.e., a [‘‘‘partial’’’, or ‘‘‘full’’’, as in this case] ‘dialectical
antithesis’ category of/with respect to its «a
arché» category, that of ‘synchronic/systematic dialectics’.
Dialectics of this kind implicitly ‘“contain”’, but explicitly ignore, the ‘sub-systemic’, internal, ‘intra-dual’,
categorial ‘meta-anatomy’ and ‘meta-physiology’ -- the ‘internal systematics’ -- of the two or more
synchronically-viewable systems that they connect, externally, chronologically, diachronically, historically.
Instead, ‘‘‘historical dialectical theories’’’ describe, externally, the transition of a predecessor system into its
successor system, and may note ways in which the successor system is a [supplementary] dialectical opposite of
the predecessor system, or may note ways in which the successor system is a ‘‘‘complex unity’’’, or
‘‘‘dialectical synthesis’’’, of that predecessor system with that predecessor system'ss own predecessor system.
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Each unit of the ‘‘‘historical dialectics’’’ category is thus a ‘meta-unit’ of units of the category of ‘‘‘systematic
dialectics’’’, containing two or more systematic-dialectic units, but ignoring the categorial ‘internity’ of same.
That is, each unit of the ‘‘‘historical dialectics’’’ «a
arithmos» is ‘made up out of’, and implicitly ‘‘‘contains’’’, a
heterogeneous multiplicity of [at least two] units of the systematic dialectics «a
arithmos»/category’, each of
whose internal, ‘meta-anatomical/meta-physiological’ categorial units are submerged into implicitude.
The next, third «sspecies»-category of this ‘d
dialectic of the dialectic itself’, beginning with Marx’s work, but
presaged in the work of Hegel, is what we call ‘diachronico-synchronic dialectics’, or ‘meta-systematic
dialectics’, and represents a ‘‘‘complex unity’’’, or ‘‘‘dialectical synthesis’’’, and a ‘mere hybrid’, of
‘diachronic/historical dialectics’ and/with ‘synchronic/systematic dialectics’ [M
M, or qM, or qHS].
Those embracing ‘meta-systematic dialectics’ view the historical/diachronic, chronological sequence of
predecessor-systems/successor-systems as itself constituting a ‘meta-system’ [meta-]unit, ‘made up out of the
heterogeneous multiplicity of those/its historical mere systems, as its units’, and thus as forming a ‘systemssprogression’ unit in its own right.
They theorize that ‘systemss-progression’ by explicitly connecting at least the final, most complex, most
‘thought-concrete’, most ‘determinate’ [most ‘determinations-rich’], most ‘whole-system-representative/epitomizing’ category of the systematic-dialectical ‘categorio-taxonomic meta-anatomy/meta-physiology’ of
each predecessor system, in the ‘diachronic meta-system’ that is being theorized, to the initial, simplest, most
abstract, least ‘determinations-rich’ «a
arché»-category of the systematic-dialectical ‘categorio-taxonomic metaanatomy/meta-physiology’ of that predecessor-ssystem’s immediate successor system.
They thus connect the most-developed categor(y)(ies) of the predecessor system to the least-developed category
of its immediate successor system.
They thus also predictively & ‘retrodictively’ relate the internal ‘micro-content/structure’ of each predecessor
system to that micro-content/structure’s ‘macro-eexternalization’ in the form of the irruption of that predecessor
system’s immediate successor system, from out of the very heart of that predecessor system itself.
Marx’s ‘‘‘systematic dialectical’’’ presentation of the capital-dominated political economy becomes a [nascent]
‘meta-systematic dialectic’ when he addresses his prediction of the transition of the capitalist system into its
predicted ‘producers-associationist’ successor-system, and/or when he addresses the emergence of modern
European capitalism from out of the geographical core of medieval European feudalism.
The fourth and final [for the purposes of this, ‘hyper-abbreviated’, presentation] «sspecies»-category of
dialectics in this historical/diachronic, ‘self-exemplifying’ ‘d
dialectic of the dialectic itself’, is the category that
we call ‘diachronico-diachronic dialectics’, or ‘p
psychohistorical dialectics proper [ψ
ψ, or qψ, or qHH].
The focus of this «sspecies» of dialectics is, directly, upon human observers and theorizers, rather than, directly,
upon the “external” phenomena that these observers and theorizers experience[d] and theorize[d], whereas those
“external” [or mental, ‘‘‘internal’’’, ideo-]phenomena formed the direct foci of the earlier three «sspecies».
The focus of ‘p
psychohistorical dialectics proper’ is the explanation, including the prediction, as well as the
‘‘‘retrodiction’’’, of the discrepancies/contradictions between disparate theories, e.g., originated in disparate
epochs of human [pre]history, by disparate human theorizers, who, though perhaps closely similar in their
genotype [“same” human genome], arose out of markedly dis-similar ‘human phenomes’, including social
relations of production and social forces of production contexts, all from the vantage point of yet a third epoch,
later than the others, those that sourced the two+
+ theories to be explained. Its method begins by comparing two
or more human theories that attempt to explain the same phenomena, theories that arose in different epochs of
human history, and noticing both the advantages and the deficiencies, the similarities and the differences, of
each theory, all from the perspective of the [third+
+] point of view, characteristic of the epoch and of the human
phenome/social relations/productive forces from which/in which this method is being pursued.
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That is, the focus of ‘psychohistorical dialectics’ proper is to account for, to explain, ‘‘‘[meta-]scientifically’’’
-- ‘‘‘psychohistorically’’’ -- the causation and genesis of human ideology; of human, systematic, scientific
theories and of their theory-eerror; of human biases, etc. -- to ‘‘‘retrodict’’’, and to ‘‘‘predict’’’, the form/content of human, scientific theories/iideologies, on the basis of the interaction(s) of the human genome/human
phenome/rest of nature in the epochs of the irruptions of said theories/iideologies.
This whole ‘d
dialectic of the dialectic itself’ is summarized in the ‘graphic+
+-«m
monad»’ that resides at the
‘‘‘end’’’ of the following link -http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/DialecticOfDialectic_WG/DialecticOfDialectic_WG.htm

Q. “Why is mathematics so important?
?”
R. Because, today, [modern] mathematics is the most concentrated expression, the core, the very heart, of
modern, ‘mathematico-science’, which itself is the very heart of the presently-prevailing, capitalist, ideology -of the very «m
mentalité», the very ‘‘‘human phenome’’’, that grows up out of what Marx detected as the «a
arché»
arché»-category of his whole categorialof modernity, of ‘The Modern Ideology’, and which also forms the «a
progression, multi-volume, immanent “critique of [capitalist] political economy”. We, by ‘The Modern
Ideology’, mean that ‘ultra-reductionist’, heterogeneity-denying, ‘qualitativity’-denying, ‘ontologicality’denying ‘exchange-value mind’ arising from the incessant «p
praxis» that Marx called the “eelementary form of
[ccommodity-]vvalue”. NB: Modern mathematics also implicitly contains the traces of the ideology of ancient
science, including of ancient mathematics -- of the many epochs of human ‘‘‘phenomes’’’ past -- as well.
The immanent critique of the ideology-compromised, or even ideology-vitiated, ‘mathematico-sciences’ of
capitalist-epoch humanity, and the positive fruition of those immanent, dialectical, ideology-negations, is the
core ‘‘‘psychohistorical’’’ «p
praxis» that must be successfully prosecuted in order to ‘‘‘midwife’’’ the transition
into the global successor system to global capitalism; to catalyze humanity’s rise into Global Renaissance. We
must fashion, this time more consciously than ever before, a new ‘‘‘human phenome’’’, from out of the
[psychohistorical-]materials that are ready-to-hand in the existing ‘‘‘human-phenome’’’.
Q. “...since non-linearity in science and mathematics has been around for a long time now, how is your
approach different?
? Why do you see non-linearity as a problem of dialectics and why do you see dialectical
logic as offering a way beyond not just scientific and conceptual barriers to progress, but emotional/affective
barriers as well?
?”
R. The fact that [differential equation] nonlinearity “in science and mathematics has been around for a long
time now” -- & the further fact that even the most crucial, “laws-of-nature”-expressing nonlinear [partial]
differential equations, like those for the Newtonian-gravitic 3+-planets problem, or for the Einstein General
Relativity equations, for the Navier-Stokes equations for, e.g., weather prediction, for the Vlasov equation for,
e.g., fusion, plasmas, etc., etc., remain unsolved, in terms of general solutions, to this day, &, today, block the
further growth of the social forces of production all around modern science’s perimeter with that of the
‘content-structures’ of nature that remain unknown to it, because of this impasse, even though most of these
nonlinear equations were first derived in the early 20th century, or in the 19th century, or even earlier, &
even though [“non-constructive”] proofs of the solvability of such equations have long been extant -- we see as
a scientific scandal, & as a sign of the kind of ‘human-phenomic’, scientific stagnation, paralysis of “universal
labor” [Marx], & enfetterment of the growth of ‘the human-social self-forces of expanding human-societal selfreproduction’ -- &, therefore, as the kind of degradation of human-ssocial, ‘m
meta-Darwinian’ ‘‘‘fitness’’’ -- that
suggests a major civilizational «a
aporia», one that is symptomatic of a ‘‘‘descendance phase’’’ in the present
human global social formation: global capitalism.
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Our diagnosis: this «a
aporia» is a protracted consequence of the unconscious core paradigm of the modern
mentalité», whose instilling, habitual, incessant experience Marx named “the elementary form of value”; of
«m
the use-value eliding, qualities-eliding, “purely”-quantitative ‘Money-Mind’, or ‘Capital-Value-Mind’, that this
core unconscious paradigm unconsciously breeds; of the pervasive ‘ulteriority’ and of the ‘‘‘alienated’’’ [sold],
‘mercenary anti-ethic’ that it breeds, and, paradigmatically, of the individualist-isolationist, atomistic human
self-identity that it breeds, which is also projected outward, unconsciously, by most of the scientists and
mathematicians that this ‘phenome’ breeds, onto all of external nature, as expressed, for example, in the chronic
‘exo-projection’ of capitalist ‘point-ego-ism’ as ‘point-atomism’ in mathematics, and as ‘point-particle-ism’ in
the physical sciences, blinding its victims to ‘‘‘synergisms’’’, to ‘‘‘holisms’’’, to ‘‘‘collective effects’’’, to
‘‘‘non-local’’’, ‘‘‘global’’’, ‘‘‘cooperative processes’’’, to ‘‘‘nonlinear field dynamics’’’, and to ‘‘‘karmic’’’,
‘self-refleexive’/‘self-reflu
uxive’ consequences, throughout nature [including throughout human society], blinding
them to ‘‘‘hidden’’’ connexions between local & global, between part(s) & whole, among ‘‘‘part-icle’’’ &
other ‘‘‘part-icle(s)’’’, & their totality. This «m
mentalité» also leads those possessed by it to unconsciously hold
that the world they inhabit does not include them, & that they stand, somehow, outside of it, leading them to
unconsciously deny all self-reference in their references to the totality.
These symptoms are also a protracted consequence of the conscious machinations of the descendance-phase
ruling plutocracy, which wants to suppress all deep innovations, that would overthrow them -- that would
atomic]
‘technodepreciate’-to-zero the capital-value of their core capital property [as, for example, fusion [a
power would do to the fixed capital infrastructure of ‘petroleum [m
molecular] power’, despite what a boon fusion
energy would be for the rest of humanity].
Affectively, these same effects tend to block the emergence of ’universal self-identity’ within the Terran human
species, suppressing the ‘solidaritan’, communitarian, «g
gemeinwesen» aspects of human nature, and making
most of us easy prey to allow a tiny ruling plutocracy to put the rest of humanity at one another’s throats,
through that plutocracy’s evilly-skillful seeding, and fomentation, of desperate poverty, and, via that
desperation, of divide-and-conquer strife, along micro-ethnic, micro-racial, micro-national, micro-religious, in
short, ‘‘‘Lilliputian’’’, ‘“big-endian”’ versus ‘“little-endian”’, lines, distracting us from perceiving the
calamitous machinations of that plutocracy, and from putting an end to those machinations once and for all.
The conscious, &, especially, the unconscious consequences of these ‘ethnopathic’ & ‘phenomo-pathic’
tendencies cannot be stopped from infecting & pervading the ‘mathematico-scientific’ precincts of our culture.
Electrically-charged “point-particles” appear to have “singular” self-energy -- “infinite” self-energy -- because
we model them as mathematical “points”; the Newtonian gravity equations “collapse” -- gravitational force
appears to become “infinite”, when modeling planetary collisions -- because the planets, modeled as “point”masses, therefore, in collision, “ideally”, coincide, in their point-coordinates, apparently merging into a single
“point”, so that the distance between them, which ‘‘‘denominates’’’ the Newtonian gravitic equations, becomes
zero, “vanishes”, resulting in division-by-zero singularities; the Einsteinian General-Relativistic gravity
equations “collapse” / predict “infinities”, when modeling the collapse of a hyper-massive star into a “black
hole” [generating, we hypothesize, the ‘trans-neutronium’ [meta]ffinite material that we call ‘holonium’], or
when modeling the ‘pre-Bang’ Big Bang, because, in both cases, “infinite” densification/“infinite” compression
of mass-energy, supposedly [in this mathematical idealization] into an “infinitesimal point”, is, “predicted”, and
hyper-u
unrealistically so [for more, see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJ4zlvqOtE8, from 3:3
33] .
All of these “pointist” mathematical-model predictions involve the one arithmetical operation that fails to work
in every one of the standard arithmetics: division by zero.
What actually happens, in physical reality, in all of these cases, we hold, is “quantitative change turning into
qualitative change”; is ‘ontological revolution’ -- is the irruption of new [ideo- &/or physio-]ontology as a
result of a [partial] [self-]conversion of the older [ideo- &/or physio-]ontology into the new -- all processes of
kinds which “standard”, ‘pointist’ [‘point-atomistic’] and “purely”-quantitative mathematics do not describe.
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Perhaps “infinite” “purely”-quantitative change, however “infinitely” unrealistic and erroneous, is the only way
that a “purely”-quantitative mathematics can express qualitative, ontological change.
Standard ‘mathematico-science’ models only “purely”-quantitative ‘“evolution”’.
What we need, what real, deeper science demands, is a mathematics that can model the ‘self-transition’ from
‘“evolution”’ to ‘“revolution”’/to ‘meta-evolution’, and then back again, to ‘“evolution”’; that can model the
interconnexion of ‘“dynamics”’ and/with ‘meta-dynamics’ -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/F.E.D._Definitions,DYNAMICS_vs._%27META-DYNAMICS%27,19DEC2012_1.jpg.

You have seen how the axiomatic concept of the ‘meta-number value’ that we call ‘ffull zero’ ,
‘semantify’ nonlinear differential equation, division-by-zero singularities, here --

, can serve to

http://feddialectics-miguel.blogspot.com/2015/04/an-arithmetic-in-which-division-by-zero.html.

Nonlinear differential equation models are uniquely prone to division-by-0
0 singularities, relative to linear
differential equation models. E.g., for typical known-solution-function nonlinear differential equations,
‘sub-functions’ of the whole solution-function, ‘sub-functions’ whose values vary with the variation of the time
variable, as [at least one of] those sub-functions’ independent variable(s), & with respect to which the solutionfunction, if known, is [at least part[ial]ly] differentiated, to form the unsolved differential equation itself, &
‘sub-functions’ that exhibit 0 values for finite values of that time variable, occur with a negative power, e.g.,
with a power of −1, i.e., these ‘sub-functions’ reside in the denominator of the solution-function entire.
They thereby cause a higher-than-+
+1 [i.e., a nonlinear] degree -- at least a [nonlinear] degree of +2, i.e.,
either for d( )/dt “total” differentiation, or for ∂( )/∂t “partial” differentiation, e.g., as that differentiation
algorithm adds −1 to that already −1 exponent of that ‘sub-function’ -(-)1 + (-)1 = (-)2
-- in the ‘function-unknown’, in the Right-Hand-Side [RHS] of the unsolved nonlinear differential equation, the
very |degree| ≠ 1 of that ‘function-unknown’ that makes the resulting unsolved differential equation a
nonlinear equation in the first place.
This results -- because of the way in which the “chain rule” of differentiation applies to multi-component, or
“composite”, functions [‘‘‘functions of functions’’’], that involve a negative-exponent ‘component-function’ [or
‘sub-function’] -- in the very possibility of division-by-0
0 singularity in that solution-function, a possibility
which actualizes when[ever] that ‘denominator-resident sub-function’ comes to a critical finite value of its t
independent variable, a value that makes the value of that ‘denominatorized sub-function’, as a whole, 0.
Contemporary mathematics stops with quantitative change -- stops at the threshold of qualitative, ontological
change -- stops with ‘“evolution’’’, stops at the threshold of ‘meta-evolution’, of ‘‘‘revolution’’’, e.g., due to
division-by-0
0 “singularity”.
That is a legacy of the “standard”, “purely”-quantitative, ‘elementary-form-of-value-«m
mentalité»-shaped’
arithmetics, whose «a
arché»-system is N.
In our dialectical, immanent critique of that N system, via N’s root, N -- a critique which is implicitly also a
critique of all of N’s “standard” ‘meta-progeny’: W, Z, Q, R, C, etc. -- that is, in our ‘dialectic of the
dialectical arithmetics’, the antithesis to the N «a
arché»-system/category, namely NQ, stands forth as an implicit
critique, also, of the limitations of all of those “standard”, “purely”-quantitative, ‘elementary-form-of-valuementality-shaped’ arithmetics.
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And already, the NQ system of arithmetic shows how to solve the nonlinearity-singularity problem, in embryo,
aufheben» operation -by having its “ontological multiplication” operation defined as a dialectical, «a
C ⊗ C = C2 = C(C) = ~(C) = C ⊕ ∆C = C ⊕ qCC = qC ⊕ qCC.
In the above series of equations, ‘C
C2’ connotes the moment of singularity of population C, or qC, and ‘q
qCC’
specifies, connotationally, the new ontology, of the new population, that then irrupts out of population C or qC.
Recall that these equations instantiate the “fundamental equation” of our dialectical algebraic logic; of
«aufheben» ‘onto-dynamasis’: http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/OntoDynamasis/OntoDynamasis.htm.
However, this is only the qualitative side of such solution:

Q eclipses & elides the quantitative side.

N

And NQ ‘meta-models’ can provide only a connotational specification of the new, [meta]ffinite actuality that
comes at/after such a moment of singularity.
But you have seen how this singularity-solution specification deepens as we delve deeper into the arithmeticsprogression of our ‘dialectic of the dialectical arithmetics’. The 3rd, NU, arithmetic in this progression brings
back quantitative specificity, without losing/while still retaining qualitative specificity. But it too lacks -- lacks
‘metrological qualification’, so the progression moves on to a rudimentary system of ‘Μ
Μetrological arithmetic’,
the 4th system of arithmetic, NqQQ = NΜ. But even NΜ, as well as its next two successor systems of
arithmetic, all lack different aspects of the full wherewithal required for a ‘mathematical Μetrology’, until the
= NU ⊗ NqΜU = NU ⊕ Nµ, thus
NΜ arithmetic subsumes/synthesizes-with the NU arithmetic: NΜ ⊗ NU
evoking the 7th system of dialectical arithmetic, Nµ, which, syntactically, makes whole uok ‘meta-numeral’
units of NU, which already have their own subscripts, into subscripts of the new, ‘µ
µ’, ‘meta-[meta-]numerals’:
o

µk(t)µ

.
k ⊕ Σ_unuon

This latter, seventh, ‘µ
µ’, or “Mu”, ‘subscripts of subscripts’ arithmetic, provides the new ‘ideo-ontological’
wherewithal to create a ‘qualo-quantitative’, fully arithmetical ideography for ‘metrological calculation’, for
“dimensional analysis”, at last lifting that branch of analysis/algebra/arithmetic out of the rude, “syncopated”phonogramic state, one that still to this day uses phonogramic abbreviations for its metrological, “dimensional”
sec.’, ‘ gm.’, and ‘c
cm.’, which ordinary arithmetic and algebra left behind in the
unit qualifiers, viz., ‘s
Renaissance, but in which “dimensional analysis” has languished in retardation, ever since the earliest-known,
“syncopated” work toward “symbolic” arithmetic and algebra, Diophantus’s Arithmetica, circa 250 C.E.!!
Then, when you axiomatize a meaning for what results when a 0 ‘‘‘quantifier’’’ multiplies itself against a
‘metrological unit qualifier’, the concept of the ‘ffull zero meta-number’, , can emerge.
That new piece of ‘meta-number ideo-ontology’ appears to solve the singularity problem of differential
equation nonlinearity -- the easy ‘‘‘half’’’ of the whole problem of mathematical, differential equation
nonlinearity -- from our point of view.
What remains, to solve the other, much harder ‘‘‘half’’’ of that nonlinearity problem, is to discover the rules
that, when applied to a particular nonlinear differential equation, “partial” or “total”, will construct, from the
“parameters” -- from the coefficient(s), the exponent(s), the “order(s) of differentiation”, the initial condition(s),
the “boundary” condition(s), etc., of the unsolved nonlinear differential equation -- the new ‘‘‘closed-form’’’,
‘‘‘analytical’’’, “transcendental” ‘‘‘solution-function’’’ that will generate/predict/reconstruct the neverrepeating timed-trajectories [e.g., for nonlinear total differential equations with even limit-cycle attractor statespace ‘solution-geometries’, as well as for those with “strange attractor” -- so-called “chaotic” -- state-space
‘solution-geometries’] that that unsolved nonlinear differential equation encodes, and, in effect, ‘‘‘encrypts’’’.
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We pursue that ‘‘‘other half’’’ solution, in part, by still deeper delving into our progression of systems of
dialectical arithmetic/algebra.
The meta-mathematical meta-language’s ‘‘‘Gödel Formulas’’’, that are generated when what we call the
‘‘‘Gödel Incompleteness Algorithm’’’ is applied to an N-or-beyond-arithmetic-containing axioms-system; i.e.,
the meta-mathematical formulas that assert that the axioms-systems from which they were generated are “either
logically INCOMPLETE, OR logically, propositionally SELF-C
CONTRADICTORY” [i.e., the Gödeldiscovered meta-mathematical formulas that assert Gödel ‘‘‘IIncompleteness Theorems’’’ for each one of these
axioms-systems], all “deformalize”, back to the “object language”, as assertions of the unsolvability of certain
“diophantine” [algebraic] equations within such an axioms-system of arithmetic+
+ [although the same equations
turn out to be solvable in the Gödel-consecutive-next arithmetical axioms-system, and in all subsequent
arithmetical axioms-systems, in that Gödelian progression of ever-“iincomplete” systems of arithmetics+
+].
Note what this finding of Gödel’s implies: that the meta-mathematical attribute of the Gödel-IIncompleteness of
arithmetical axioms-systems is grounded in the occurrence, within each such axioms-system, of at least one
diophantine algebraic equation which is “well-formed”, in terms of the rules of syntax of that system -- i.e.,
which is ideographically-linguistically ‘‘‘legal’’’ within that arithmetical axioms-system’s ‘ideogram-mar’-but whose semantics, for the “algebraic unknown” value in that equation, “x
x”, are absent from that system:
there is no number representable within that axioms-system that satisfies that algebraic equation; that has the
qualities/attributes/characteristics which that equation “calls for”.
For the “standard” arithmetics, in their “standard” systematic order, of increasing complexity, not-necessarily
the exact “locally unsolvable” diophantine equations into which their Gödel formulae “deformalize”, but related
diophantine equations, that are easier to solve by inspection, such locally-u
unsolvable equations include, for the
N system, x + 1 = 1, for which x = 0 is in W; for the W system, x + 1 = 0, for which x = -1 is in
Z; for the Z system, 2x = 1, for which x = 1/2 is in Q; for the Q system, x2 = 2, for which x = ±√2
are in R [note: a nonlinear algebraic equation, not a nonlinear differential equation], &, for the R system, the
equation x2 + 1 = 0, or x2 = -1 [note: a nonlinear algebraic equation], so that x = ±i are in C, etc. . . ..
We conjecture that a kind of ‘‘‘Gödel Algorithm’’’, applied to the de facto axioms-system of arithmetical
language that undergirds the system/language of mathematical “analysis”, in which the nonlinear [partial]
differential equations that formulate most of the “laws” of nature are formulated, generates a kind of Gödel
formula, which ‘‘‘deformalizes’’’ into a ‘‘‘locally-u
unsolvable diophantine nonlinear differential equation’’’,
that requires, to become solvable, a new, next higher kind of arithmetical language, with new, higher kinds of
‘meta-numbers’ -- new ‘[meta-]numerical’, arithmetical ‘ideo-ontology’, that would enable the ‘functionunknowns’ of these nonlinear differential equations to be solved, in a ‘new-analytical’, new ‘‘‘closed-form’’’.
We don’t mean simply that an axioms-system, immanently exhibiting new individual ‘meta-number’ values,
new ‘meta-numerical ideo-ontology’, will be needed, such as “ffull zero” as the solution to the ‘‘‘[standardly]
universally unsolvable diophantine equation’’’ of the “standard arithmetics”, the equation x = s/0, wherein
o
s denotes any post-N
N, W+ “s
standard” number, and for which the solution, in the µ arithmetic, is x = , e.g.,
o

o

for the value of x = µj(t)µ

o
/
(
0
)
µ
,
o
j ⊕ Σ_unu n
k ⊕ Σ_umuom

thus importing a sign for mathematical model

‘‘‘iincompleteness’’’ into the “Mu” arithmetic, in order to resolve the standardly-universal ‘‘‘Gödelian
incompleteness’’’ for divisions by zeros: http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Applications.html.
We mean that new ‘meta-arithmetical ideo-ontology’ will be needed to compactly express the new kind of
‘‘‘transcendental functions’’’ that solve, not the isolated, “individual-number-value” unknowns of algebraic,
diophantine equations of predecessor systems of standard arithmetic, but the dynamical nonlinear differential
equation ‘ffunction-unknowns’, which have a different individual-numeral-value, e.g., for each distinct value of
their time “independent” variable, t, with respect to which those functions have been, at least part[ial]ly,
“differentiated” [e.g., differentiated by means of the dynamical “total differential operator”, d( )/dt].
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Cluster 4: F.E.D.’s Way [Forward].
Q. Is this is a spiritual path to you?
? Not necessarily understood as non-material or transcendental, but as a
?
path of personal ontological transformation, a change of one's being?
R. Indeed, the work of F.E.D. might be regarded as a kind of spiritual path, but not a “non-material” one, and
not a “transcendental” one -- as you note -- in any mystified or mystical sense of the term “transcendental”.
The Foundation is, indeed, a vows-based monastic order, but it is a secular monastic order, not a “ssacred”
one. Yet, nonetheless, it is an order based upon certain vows of contribution to humanity, with humanity
understood as including ourselves as well as others [thus these vows are not classically “altruistic”].
We have found that the capability to sustain those vows, and those contributions, depends upon a transformation
of human self-identity in each one of us, one that cannot be prescribed, demanded, or feigned.
While we may lack a pool of terms that would allow us to describe this form of human self-identity, and its
sustained affect, with precision, we can say that it is a universal form of self-identity -- an identification with
humanity as a whole, and even with the universe as a whole; with the self-development of the cosmos, and with
the dialectical logic inherent in same -- that lifts those within whom this transformation of self-identity occurs,
to a mind in which many petty and internecine identifications -- e.g., racial/ethnic, religious, national, class, etc.
-- are spontaneously transcended. It leads us to pursue a ‘‘‘good’’’ which money, or capital, cannot buy.
The story of Karl Seldon’s “life-script dream”, which occurred in his 11th year, may be taken as paradigmatic
of this kind of transformation of self-identity.
Seldon’s dream-mind synthesized, into a single symbol, all that he had felt, and learned, up to then, about the
predicament, and the crisis, of the civilization into which he had been born, at least within the ideology versus
science [including versus the ideology within science] reaches of that predicament and of that crisis.
The experiencing of that dream instilled in him the seed of the ‘universal self-identity’ that was to burgeon
within him, later, [re-]birthing his life-purpose, and his life’s quest --
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This ‘‘‘transformation of self-identity’’’, into ‘universal self-identity’, leads to that kind of mind which our
other co-founder, Sophya Dors St. Germain, has described in the following terms -“Beholding the Plenitude of Being/Becoming -- the Glorious ‘Erosis’ of ‘‘‘Cosmogenesis’’’: I urge you, in
appropriating this text for yourself, to pay full attention, not just to the syntax of the equations, but to their
semantics also, as well as to the interconnexion between the two. The ‘dialectical meta-equations’ are not
[only] “formal”, but ‘contental’ [as well]. Heightened awareness of the semantic and connotational content -not just of the syntactical and denotational content -- of symbolic expressions, is a hallmark of dialectical
cognition.”
Those of such cognition are moved: “...to Revel in the Glory of Continual Revelation, and of its Continual
Implementation. That is what is ‘‘‘sung’’’ by The Song Itself, ‘‘‘The Song Itself That Dialectic Sings’’’,
‘‘‘The Song Celestial’’’, ‘‘‘The Symphony of the Spheres’’’, ‘‘‘The Music of the Ainur’’’, ‘The Rhapsody of the
Vortices’ ”.
And those of such mind find that: “Viewed ‘‘‘psychohistorically’’’, [our] equations carry emotional, affective,
feeling content, not just colorless -- abstract -- cognitive content. They potentially posit a powerful
«mandalla», manifesting the glorious ‘erosis’ of ‘‘‘cosmogenesis’’’. ‘Self-juxtapositioning’ of «karmic»
[‘‘‘actionic’’’] symbols itself signifies a kind of self-«yab-yum», e.g., the ‘auto-erosis’ of the pre-human
epochs of ‘cosmopoiesis’, the ever-recurring self-coition of self-oppositions. What the ‘Dialectical ‘‘‘Theory
of Everything’’’ Meta-Equation’ connotes -- to this observor, for one -- is the ever-increasing, cornucopic,
voluptuous burgeoning plenitude of cosmic becoming/being, ever pouring forth in profusion from all of the
founts, from all of the well-springs, of universal «dialektiké», of universal, cosmological «karma» [[self-]action],
and the joy of its sensuous-&-cognitive beholding [‘«Prakritananda»’ / ‘«Mayananda»’ [translating «maya»,
with Musès, not as “delusion”, but as “contrivance”]]; the joy of the human[oid] perception of it, conception of
it, and contribution to it, from within it, as of it -- the ecstasy of Tantric, whole-body/whole-mind, higherorgasmic participation in The Dance of Creation:
Together we turn -our round moons turning,
‘round our round planets, turning
‘round our round suns, turning
‘round our galaxies’ round,
light-[with]holding,
‘holonium’ hearts;
turning together
all ‘round
our
‘uni-verse’,
‘verse-ing’,
turning
in
unison
-- turning
as one.”
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